
How to Pivot Data With the Summarize 
Action 
Catalytic is an amazing platform for consolidating, processing, and distributing data. As builders, 
we have many actions such as integrations, forms, and triggers to push data into a data table. 
We have a wide range of actions for processing data ranging from simple arithmetic to complex 
table functions to text analysis. Once we’ve completed the data processing, it’s easy to make 
use of that data, whether to create documents, create charts, email, push data to other systems, 
or run more workflows. 
 
In this tutorial, we will focus on processing data using an incredibly powerful feature built into 
Catalytic, the CSV: Summarize rows with formulas  action (link to help article). We will 
use the action to pivot a Catalytic Workflow Master Table so we can see how many times it ran 
on a given day. This is a useful, reusable Workflow that can be used with any Master Table in a 
wide variety of applications ranging from visualization to detecting anomalies. 
 
Although it is an advanced feature that requires scripting, it’s worth learning as it is a more 
powerful, expressive, and scalable way to pivot data than spreadsheets or using the Catalytic 
Batch action. To best understand this tutorial, you should have a reasonable working knowledge 
of: 

● How PivotTables work in Excel 
● Building a Catalytic workflow 
● JavaScript including the Dictionary object and JSON. (Learn more about JSON here.) 

 
At the end of this tutorial, you should be able to understand: 

● How to the CSV: Summarize rows with formulas  action compares to (and 
differs from) an Excel PivotTable 

● How to pivot data from a Catalytic Table 
● How to write and test scripts for CSV: Summarize rows with formulas 

 

  

https://help.catalytic.com/docs/csv-summarize-rows-with-formulas/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn/JavaScript/Objects/JSON


Pivoting Data in Excel 
 
Before jumping into how we would do this in Catalytic, let’s look at a pivot in Excel so that we 
can compare the same scenario.  
 
To start, say we have a spreadsheet that contains log style information. In this case, a Workflow 
Master Table: 

 
Our goal is to pivot this table on the Process Start Date so that we can create a frequency chart 
such as the below: 

 
 



 

Step 1. Transform Process Start Date 
Since the date is part of the timestamp column, we would start by creating another column that 
is just the date. We’ll call it Date and use the LEFT function: 

 
That will give us a column of just the dates that we can use to compute the time series: 
 

Step 2. Create a PivotTable 
From here, we will create a PivotTable: 

 



 

Step 3. Specify Date in Rows and Count in Values 
With the Date column as the rows and a count (of any field) as the values: 

 
To pivot this data in Excel, there are a few points to keep in mind: 

● We need to convert the timestamp to a date. 
● We want to use “Date” as the PivotTable Row. 
● We want to create a count as the PivotTable Value. 

 

  



Pivoting Data in Catalytic 
Let’s look at how we pivot this data in a Catalytic Workflow. This gives us the advantage of 
being able to automate it (including automatically fetching the data) as well as the ability to 
leverage Catalytic’s ability to work with much larger datasets than is practical in Excel. 
 
In this example, we’ll start with the Master Data Table from which the spreadsheet above was 
exported: 

 
The Workflow for this pivot looks like (and is available in exported form): 

https://github.com/catalyticlabs/summarizer/blob/main/pivot-workflow-master-table-on-start-date-for-count-export.catalytic


 

  



Step 1. Get the table ID 
Although this step is not strictly needed, it does make this a very reusable Workflow. We will 
start by adding a Form Field called “Workflow Table ID”. This will prompt a user to enter the ID 
for a Workflow Table. Note that this could be improved by validating the entry and/or 
subsequently checking for the existence of the table, but we aren’t going to address validation 
and exception handling in this tutorial. 

 
 

  



Step 2. Convert Table to a Working Format 
Catalytic Tables are optimized for secure storage rather than for directly manipulating, 
especially with larger data sets. 
 
So, the next step will be to create a working format (in this case, a CSV file) Table. We will use 
the Excel: Create spreadsheet from data table  action. Be sure to save it with a 
“csv” extension to have it convert into the CSV format which is what we’ll use next. NOTE: This 
action, as well as the next, are likely to be replaced in a future version with a single action that 
combines both and is named along the lines of Table: Pivot data with MapReduce . 

 



Step 3. Pivot the Data 
To do this, we will use the CSV: Summarize rows with formulas  action with the 
following parameters (don’t worry if you don’t understand the parameters yet): 

 
 



Once the data has gone through the action, we have a summarized data set that looks 
something like:

 
 
That’s it. With two actions and a few lines of script, we have created a map-reduce function that 
will run efficiently with large data sets. Once we have the pivoted data, it’s easy to use in other 
Actions to generate documents, create new tables, or post to Web APIs. For an example, check 
out the Event Monitoring System document. 

  

https://drive.google.com/a/catalytic.com/open?id=10sK0dCSQhPluWqkHfoeaRt7TvHStXdB3q2ANQnb21ew


Catalytic MapReduce 
Now, let’s discuss how the script for CSV: Summarize rows with formulas  action works. 
 
The Wikipedia explanation for MapReduce is: 
 
MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and 
generating big data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. A MapReduce 
program is composed of a map procedure, which performs filtering and sorting, and a reduce 
method, which performs a summary operation. 
 
On the Catalytic platform, all of the infrastructure described above is automatically provided so 
you really only need to focus on the map procedure and the reduce method. 
 
Initially, MapReduce can be confusing especially if you are more familiar with spreadsheet 
concepts where you are working with pivoting columns, rows, and values. Or even with 
traditional programming techniques of iterating over data and creating the pivot data within the 
iteration. With MapReduce, a formula (called the map procedure) is applied to every row of data 
in parallel. That means if you have a data table with 100,000 rows, the map procedure could be 
applied to all 100,000 rows simultaneously giving you considerable gains in processing time. 
 
But if the map procedure is applied to all 100,000 rows at the same time, how will we be able to 
roll up data? That’s where the reduce method comes in. In Catalytic, the reduce method is 
represented by instance fields that every map procedure can “read from” and “write to.” 
 
Let’s look at the code for the CSV: Summarize rows with formulas  action in the 
example (you will need to be familiar with JavaScript, arrays, and the Dictionary object): 
 
1: // Get or initialize the instance fields (read from) 

2: var summaryData = results['summary--data'] || {}; 

3: var summaryRowCount = results['summary--row-count'] || 0; 

4: 

5: // Transform timestamp to date so we can pivot on the date 

6: var date = columns['Process start date'].split('T')[0]; 

7: // Initialize to 0 or increment the count of the date 

8: summaryData[date] = (summaryData[date] || 0) + 1; 

9: 

10: // Store data back into the instance field (write to) 

11: results['summary--row-count'] = summaryRowCount + 1; 



12: results['summary--data'] = summaryData; 

 

In this example, lines 2-3 and 11-12 are acting as the reduce method, while line 6 and 8 are the 
map procedure. 
 
Remember that this snippet of code gets applied to every row in the data table. 
 
Starting with the map procedure (line 6 and 8). 
 
5: // Transform timestamp to date so we can pivot on the date 

6: var date = columns[Process start date].split('T')[0]; 

7: // Initialize to 0 or increment the count of the date 

8: summaryData[date] = (summaryData[date] || 0) + 1; 

 
In line 6, we are splitting the timestamp by the ‘T’  character which will give an array where the 
first array item is the date and the second array item is the time. We only want the time so 
reference the first array item with the [0] . This line is equivalent to Step 1 of Pivoting Data with 
Excel. 
 
Line 8 could be more clearly written as the following: 
 
A: if (!(date in summaryData)) { // Does the date already exist? 

B: summaryData[date] = 0;  // If not, initialize it 

C: } 

D: summaryData[date] = summaryData[date] + 1; // If so, increment it 

 

Either will perform the same function and it’s a common convention to use the shorthand from 
line 8. The snippet checks to see if the date already exists within the summaryData dictionary 
object. If it does, it increments it by one. If it doesn’t, it initializes it to the value of 0. 
 
This line (or lines) performs the equivalent of Steps 2 and 3 of Pivoting Data with Excel. The 
summaryData[date] is acting as the PivotTable Row, and the value being assigned to the 
row, (summaryData[date] || 0) + 1 ,  is equivalent to the PivotTable Value. 
 
This will provide you with the an object summaryData  and a corresponding instance field called 
summary--data  in the form of: 
 
{ 

  "2020-09-18": 50, 

  "2020-09-19": 2, 

  "2020-09-20": 11, 



  "2020-09-21": 54, 

  "2020-09-22": 27, 

  "2020-09-23": 43, 

  "2020-09-24": 49, 

  "2020-09-25": 18, 

  "2020-09-26": 2, 

  "2020-09-27": 3, 

  "2020-09-28": 34, 

  "2020-09-29": 25, 

  "2020-09-30": 15, 

  "2020-10-01": 31, 

  "2020-10-02": 21 

} 

 

And a variable summaryRowCount  and corresponding instance field called 
summary--row-count  with a value of 385 . 
 
The dates are the keys of the JavaScript Dictionary and JSON string, and the values are the 
number of rows that match the date. 
 
A few notes: 
 
There are a few “magic variables” that are important to note: 

results  - A dictionary object that maps to the instance fields. 
columns  - A dictionary object that maps to the CSV file column names. 

 
The code can certainly be more concise; however, we are aiming for readability. 
 
The names summaryRowCount  and summaryData  are purely arbitrary. We can name them 
whatever you would like. Similarly the instance field names of summary--row-count  and 
summary-data  are also arbitrary and created by adding the key to the results object which is 
automatically handled by the platform. 
 
A very common mistake is to set the variables intended for use in the reduce method to be 
local. For example, in line 3: 
 
3: var summaryRowCount = results['summary--row-count'] || 0; 

 
It would be a mistake to write: 
 
3: var summaryRowCount = 0; // THIS IS WRONG! 

 
The code would run, but the summary--row-count variable would be incorrect. It would most 
likely be 0 since every map procedure would reset the variable to 0. 



 
We cannot use the let  keyword to initialize variables due to the scope of the mapping 
procedure and how it is used. 
 

  



Setting Up a Test Harness 
Creating JavaScript formulas can be a very iterative process, and sometimes it’s easier to write 
and debug the script in a coding environment such as http://repl.it. 
 
In this section, we will set up a test harness in repl.it so that it’s easy to write the snippet in the 
environment and then cut and paste it to Catalytic. 
 
First, click on “Create a new repl”: 

 
 
Second, select “Import from GitHub” from the pop up dialog: 

 
 

http://repl.it/


Third, type or paste in the GitHub repository, catalyticlabs/summarizer , into the text 
field: 

 
 
That’s it. Select the index.js  file from the Files sidebar and you should see a screen like the 
below. The script is already documented and contains the three examples from above. Feel free 
to tweak or modify it. Be sure to change the line 26 to point to the formula function you are 
testing. 

 



Working With Your Own Data 
 
When you are ready to work with your own data, it’s easy too: 
 
First, export your data table as a CSV file. 
 
Second, drag your CSV file into your repl. You can also create a new repl from the GitHub 
repository or fork a version within repl.it. 
 
That’s it. Be sure to modify line 15 to point to the new CSV file. You can delete the Events.CSV 
file if you like. Start modifying the script. You will almost certainly need to change any 
references to columns but otherwise, the scripts may not require much more editing. 

  



Making it Easy 
Although this action requires low-code expertise, once created, it can be used easily by almost 
anyone. First, you will need the Table ID. You can use the Master Table of any Workflow (or, for 
that matter, any Table with a column called “Process start date” that is a Date and Time field). 
To get the Table ID, navigate to the Table and copy the last part of the URL: 

 
Then start an Instance and enter the Workflow Table ID. Note that a large Table can take longer 
because of the copy action. Future versions of this action will hopefully help reduce the time. 



 

  



Making It No-Code 
To further simplify and make this reusable, we can create a Custom Action so that any a 
no-code builder would be able to incorporate it into their Workflow: 
 

 
Then a Builder could use a single Action that hides the script altogether: 
 



 



Other Common Pivots 
So let’s look at some other ways to pivot data with the  CSV: Summarize rows with 
formulas  action. 
 

Two Tiered Pivot 
 
Let’s build on the example above. What if we’d like to build a stacked bar chart such as: 

 
 
It is very similar to the example. However, in order to stack bars by systems, we need each day 
to be grouped by systems (Front, HubSpot, or Salesforce). The script is a little longer but not 
much: 
 
1: // Get or initialize the instance fields 

2: var summaryData = results['summary--data'] || {}; 

3: var summaryRowCount = results['summary--row-count'] || 0; 

4:  

5: // Transform timestamp to date so we can pivot on the date 

6: var date = columns['Timestamp'].split('T')[0]; 



7: // Need to get the system 

8: var system = columns['System']; 

9: // Initialize the first key (date) if needed 

10: summaryData[date] = (summaryData[date] || {}); 

11: // Increment the second key (system) or initialize 

12: summaryData[date][system] = (summaryData[date][system] || 0) + 1; 

13:  

14: // Store data back into the instance field 

15: results['summary--row-count'] = summaryRowCount + 1; 

16: results['summary--data'] = summaryData; 

 

Lines 2-3 and 15-16 should be familiar. They are just getting data from and saving data to the 
instance fields as part of the reduce. 
 
Line 6 is also the same. Split the timestamp on ‘T’  to separate the date and time. 
 
Lines 10 and 12 are different. In line 10, instead of incrementing the count variable that the date 
key references, it only initializes it if it doesn’t already exist. And now, with the first 
summaryData key of date assured, we can initialize or increment the second key which is the 
system. 
 
This formula will return an object like: 
 
{ 

    "2020-09-18": { 

      "Front": 31, 

      "Salesforce": 17, 

      "HubSpot": 2 

    }, 

    "2020-09-19": { 

      "Front": 2 

    }, 

    "2020-09-20": { 

      "Salesforce": 11 

    }, 

    "2020-09-21": { 

      "Front": 31, 

      "Salesforce": 19, 

      "HubSpot": 4 

    }, 

    "2020-09-22": { 

      "Salesforce": 20, 

      "Front": 7 



    } 

} 

 
The equivalent Excel PivotTable would look something like this:

 
Notice how the second dictionary object is equivalent to a PivotTable Column. 

  



Number of Unique Entries 
 
What if we want the total number of days in the log? 
 
1: // Get or initialize the instance fields 

2: var summaryData = results['summary--data'] || {}; 

3: var summaryRowCount = results['summary--row-count'] || 0; 

4: var summaryUniqueCount = results['summary--unique-count'] || 0; 

5:  

6: // Transform timestamp to date so we can pivot on the date 

7: var date = columns['Timestamp'].split('T')[0]; 

8:  

9: // Check if the date already exists 

10: if (!(date in summaryData)) { 

11: // If not, initialize the dictionary value 

12: summaryData[date] = 0; 

13: // Increment the unique count counter 

14: summaryUniqueCount++; 

15: } 

16: // Increment the count of the date 

17: // Although incrementing the count is not needed, the  

18: // dictionary is so may as well make some use out of it! 

19: summaryData[date]++; 

20:  

21: // Store data back into the instance field 

22: results['summary--row-count'] = summaryRowCount + 1; 

23: results['summary--data'] = summaryData; 

24: results['summary--unique-count'] = summaryUniqueCount; 

 
Lines 2-4 and 22-24 are part of the reduce method, but this time we have added a new variable, 
summaryUniqueCount , which will be saved as the instance field 
summary--unique-count . 
 
Line 7 and 19 should be familiar as well. Split the timestamp and increment the date counter. 
 



Lines 10-15 are new. We are checking to see if the date key already exists. If it doesn’t, initialize 
it, and increment the unique count counter. But if it does, then we don’t really need to do 
anything. But in this code, line 19 goes ahead and increments the date counter. While that’s not 
strictly necessary, it’s a good example of getting some extra utility out of a summarizer function 
since you really need to use the Dictionary object to store previously seen values. 
 


